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Abstract: A ray-optics model is proposed to describe the vector beam transformation in a strongly focusing optical
system. In contrast to usual approaches based on the focused field distribution near the focal plane, we
use the beam pattern formed immediately after the exit aperture. In this cross section, details of the output
field distribution are of minor physical interest but proper allowance is made for transformation of the beam
polarization state. This enables the spin and orbital angular momentum representations to be obtained,
which are valid for any cross section of the transformed beam. Simple analytical results are available for a
transversely homogeneous, circularly polarized incident beam confined by a circular aperture. Variations
of the spin and orbital angular momenta of the output beam with change of the focusing strength are
analyzed. The analytical results are in good qualitative and reasonable quantitative agreement with the
results of numerical calculations performed for the Gaussian and Laguerre-Gaussian beams. The model
supplies an efficient and physically transparent means for qualitative analysis of the spin-to-orbital angular
momentum conversion. It can be generalized to incident beams with complex spatial and polarization
structure.
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1. Introduction

During the last decades, light beams with inherent rota-tion about the propagation axis have attracted growinginterest (see, e.g., reviews in Refs. [1–6]). In general, therotational properties of light are expressed by the mechan-ical angular momentum (AM) associated with the beamelectromagnetic field. The beam’s AM can be transmit-ted to other objects, e.g. microparticles [6–10], which is
∗E-mail: bekshaev@onu.edu.ua

the most direct manifestation of the beam rotatory char-acter. In consideration of the nature and origination ofthe considered rotational properties, the optical AM canbe subdivided in two parts [1, 11]. The spin AM (SAM)is inherent in light beams with elliptic or circular polar-ization and originates from the field vector rotations thattake place at every point of the beam field; the orbitalAM (OAM) is associated with the “macroscopic” energycirculation arising from the beam’s spatial inhomogeneity(for example, the well known optical vortices [1–5, 12] ap-pear as a result of helical phase distribution conjugatedwith the screw wavefront dislocations [2, 5]). The two sortsof AM are not fully autonomous notions. Moreover, only
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the total AM of the optical field satisfies the requirementsof gauge invariance, while its spin and orbital parts donot [1, 13]. They are well-defined quantities only in thecase of paraxial beams. Nevertheless, in more generalsituations, parameters separately characterizing the spinand orbital AMs can also be introduced (for example, thespin and orbital AM fluxes [13]). Though with some theo-retical imperfections, in current research practice the SAMand OAM are physically meaningful and suitable instru-ments for describing optical fields with rotational proper-ties [14].For these reasons, the study of special features and in-terrelations between the two forms of the optical AM is apersistant problem in contemporary optics. An importantaspect of this problem, intensively addressed in the lastfew years, is the spin-to-orbital AM conversion inducedby the beam transformations destroying its paraxial char-acter, for example, sharp focusing [14–19]. Putting asidethe theoretical subtleties concerning the unambiguous di-vision of the beam angular momentum into the spin andorbital parts in the non-paraxial conditions, one can for-mally separate the contribution owing to the beam non-planar polarization and that originating from the beamspatial inhomogeneity, operating as follows [11, 14, 20].In a monochromatic optical beam, the energy flow density(the Poynting vector time-averaged over the oscillationperiod) can be represented in the form
S = SC + SO, (1)

where
SC = c16πk Im [∇× (E∗ × E)] ,
SO = c8πk Im [E∗ · (∇) E] . (2)

In this paper, the Gaussian system of units is used, c isthe light velocity, k is the radiation wave number, and Eis the complex electric field vector (the true electric fieldstrength is equal to Re [E exp (−iωt)] where the oscilla-tion frequency ω = ck). The summands SC and SO arethe so called spin and orbital flow densities (spin andorbital currents) recently studied in detail [20–22]. Notethat [E∗ · (∇) E] is the invariant Berry notation [20] of thevector differential operation that in Cartesian coordinatesreads
E∗ · (∇) E = E∗x∇Ex + E∗y∇Ey + E∗z∇Ez ,

where, as usual, ∇ ≡ ex ∂
∂x + ey ∂

∂y + ez ∂
∂z with ex , ey,

ez being the unit vectors of the coordinate axes x, y, z.

Since the Poynting vector is proportional to the electro-magnetic field momentum [1, 4, 11], Eqs. (1) and (2) enablethe electromagnetic angular momentum of the beam withrespect to a certain reference point with radius-vector R0to be expressed as a sum of two terms corresponding tothe summands of Eq. (1),
L = 1

c2 Im ∫ [(R− R0)× S] d3R = LC + LO, (3)
which can be reduced to the forms

LC = 18πω Im ∫ (E∗ × E)d3R,
LO = 18πω Im ∫ (R− R0)× [E∗ · (∇) E]d3R. (4)

Here R is the radius vector of the current point of 3Dspace, the integration is performed over the whole spaceand it is supposed that E → 0 rapidly enough at |R| →
∞.As can be seen from Eqs. (4), the term LC , in contrast to
LO , essentially involves the vector nature of the light waveand does not depend on the reference point position, prop-erties which it shares with the SAM of a paraxial beam [1].Moreover, in the case of a paraxial beam propagating, say,along axis z its expression coincides with the usual SAMdefinition [1, 4, 23], so it can be referred to as the “non-paraxial SAM”. The similar but opposite arguments allowthe term LO to be considered as the non-paraxial OAM ofa beam.In practice, there often exists a preferential axis with re-spect to which the AM is defined; in most cases it is thebeam propagation direction that we identify with axis z.In such situations, the AM longitudinal component (alongaxis z) is the main subject of interest. Besides, insteadof the whole field AM given by Eqs. (3) and (4), otherrelevant quantities are appropriate: the AM flux throughthe beam cross section [13] or linear AM density (AM of aunit length of the beam taken along the propagation axis
z) [1, 4]. We will use the SAM and OAM linear densi-ties that are defined by obvious modifications of Eqs. (3),having taken Eqs. (2) into account,

LC = 1
c2 Im∫ (r× SC )z d2r,

LO = 1
c2 Im∫ (r× SO)z d2r. (5)

Here the integration is performed over the beam crosssection where z = const, r = (x, y) is the transverse radius
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Figure 1. Transformation of the field vectors upon focusing of a
paraxial light beam (explanations in text). Vectors Ex , Ey,
Er and Ef are orthogonal to the z axis, the vector Erf lies
in the meridional plane 0Nf and is orthogonal to Nf.

vector, and the index z denotes the longitudinal componentof a vector.When a paraxial beam is tightly focused, its total AM (3) isconserved, but the initial paraxial SAM and OAM are gen-erally redistributed between the non-paraxial SAM andOAM of the focused beam (Eqs. (4) or (5)). This effect iscommonly treated as the spin-to-orbital AM conversion.The theoretical description of this phenomenon is usuallybased on the direct calculation of the optical field dis-tribution E(R) near the focal point. Regardless of whatmethod is used, whether it is the vector Debye-type in-tegral representation [16–18] as formulated by Richardsand Wolf [24, 25], or the multipole expansion of stronglyfocused beam [14, 26, 27], this way leads to bulky calcu-lations and representative results can only be obtained innumerical form. In this work, we describe a simple analyt-ical model which is probably too crude to characterize thefield of the focused beam in detail but provides a compactand comprehensible representation for its AM character-istics, in particular the mutual transformations of the SAMand OAM.
2. Model description
Let the incident beam propagate along axis z which co-incides with the optical axis of the focusing system withfocal distance f (see Fig. 1). Let the z axis origin (z = 0)be chosen in the location of the system exit pupil; togetherwith the transverse coordinates x, y it forms the Cartesianframe with unit vectors ex , ey and ez . Consider a ray whichapproaches the exit aperture at point N with coordinates(x, y), or, in the polar frame, (r, φ) where r = √

x2 + y2,
φ = arctan (y/x).Since the incident beam is supposed to be paraxial, this

ray is parallel to the z axis, and the associated electricfield contains only the transverse components Ex and Ey(the longitudinal component Ez can also be taken into con-sideration but because of its relatively small value [4, 22]its role is inessential and will be neglected for simplicity).Upon focusing in the circularly symmetric system, eachray is bent in the meridional plane in such a way as tocross the optical axis at the focus, i.e. it is inclined by theangle θ (see Fig. 1) which satisfies the condition
cosθ = f√

r2 + f2 = f√
x2 + y2 + f2 . (6)

Correspondingly, the polarization component lying in themeridional plane 0Nf is also inclined, whilst the orthogo-nal component remains unchanged [14, 25]. With the helpof Fig. 1, one can easily see that the polarization compo-nent in the meridional plane is just the radial component
Er , and the orthogonal one is the azimuthal component
Eφ, so the initial representation of the polarization statein the (x, y) basis may be suitably replaced by the (r, φ)basis:

Er =Ex cosφ+ Ey sinφ,
Eφ =− Ex sinφ+ Ey cosφ. (7)

Deflection of the radial polarization component upon fo-cusing is described by transformation of vector Er intovector Erf (see Fig. 1) with components
Erf = Er cosθ, Ezf = Er sinθ, (8)

while the azimuthal component remains unchanged: Eφf= Eφ. Then, returning to the (x, y) basis by reversingtransformation (7), we find the Cartesian components ofthe electric field of the focused beam immediately afterthe exit pupil
Exf =Ex [cosθ + sin2 φ (1− cosθ)]+ Ey sinφ cosφ (cosθ − 1) ,
Eyf =Ex sinφ cosφ (cosθ − 1)+ Ey

[cosθ + cos2 φ (1− cosθ)] ,
Ezf = (Ex cosφ+ Ey sinφ) sinθ.

(9)

Eqs. (9) are just a paraphrasing of the well known rulesto determine the polarization components of a stronglyfocused beam [25] and could also be derived from them.Formulae (9) establish the correspondence between theincident beam and the optical field formed after the focus-ing system. Usually such formulae (or rather, their equiv-alents that connect the input beam’s spatial distribution
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with the output field’s angular spectrum) play an auxiliaryrole: they provide initial field amplitude distributions thatare substituted into the Debye integral to calculate thefocused field far from the exit pupil [16–18, 25]. We shalloperate in another way and use Eqs. (9) directly for deter-mining the spin and orbital flows (2) and the correspondingAMs (5).In this procedure, we admit an essential deviation from thereal picture of the focused beam evolution. First, in ourconsideration the polarization transformations (9) apply toseparate rays rather than to separate plane waves, and thespatial distributions of the field components in (9) followfrom the ray-optics reasoning. What is more, to describea focused beam, components (9) should be endowed withphase factors reflecting the concave wavefronts of conver-gent waves; and lastly, the field vector inclination pre-sented in Fig. 1 must be accompanied by the amplitudescaling (e.g., by factor (cosθ)–1/2) in order to reflect thelocal squeezing of the energy distribution in the inclinedwave. These refinements can make the model more re-alistic but impede its analytical investigation. Besides,they only induce radially-symmetric field modificationsand the expected corrections to the energy currents (2)will most probably affect their radial components, whilethe azimuthal ones responsible for the beam AM seemto be properly described by the “non-realistic” Eqs. (9).Of course, the field components (9) cannot be observedand even locations where Eqs. (9) are correct are not welldetermined, but for our present purposes this is not impor-tant. During the free-space propagation, the beam AM aswell as its spin and orbital parts are conserved [14]. Con-sequently, the AM structure and its dependence on theincident beam, and on the focusing parameters, calculatedfrom Eqs. (9), are expected to provide the correct presen-tations of the behaviour observable in the near-focus re-gion. Also, we may hope that Eqs. (9) correctly reflect thetopological peculiarities of the focused field, in particular,their wavefront singularities which are closely related tothe beam OAM.
3. General properties and validation
of the model
Once Eqs. (9) for the output field components are es-tablished, the SAM and OAM of the focused beam canbe determined directly via Eqs. (2)–(5)). However, beforeproceeding further, some important notes should be madeconcerning the general features of the output beam’s be-haviour.The first important property of the considered beam trans-formation is revealed by comparing the magnitudes of the

field vectors before and after focusing. Then Eqs. (9) give
|Ex |2 + ∣∣Ey∣∣2 = |Exf |2 + ∣∣Eyf ∣∣2 + |Ezf |2 . (10)

This means that the transverse profile of the output beamenergy density If = (1/8π) |Ef |2 exactly coincides withthe incident energy density I = (1/8π) |E|2. This prop-erty is not mandatory for the transformation system, noris it required by the energy conservation. The energyconservation is rather associated with equality of the lon-gitudinal energy flows in the input and output fields [28],which generally does not hold for transformation (9). Re-lation (10) then just accentuates the illustrative charac-ter of our model, and that it may not reflect some sec-ondary aspects of real focusing systems. At the same time,Eq. (10) expresses a physically meaningful feature of thedeveloped model which, in particular, characterizes thebreadth of its consistency.Another important quantity – the vector product E∗f × Efwhich due to (2) determines the spin flow in the trans-formed beam – can be found from Eqs. (9) as
E∗f × Ef = i8πc s3 (E) (−ex sinθ cosφ

−ey sinθ cosφ+ ez cosθ) , (11)
where

s3 (E) = −i c8π (E∗xEy − E∗yEx) (12)
is the Stokes parameter of the incident beam that char-acterizes the degree of circular polarization [29]. Eq. (11)certifies that the output beam SAM can only exist if s3(E)
6= 0, i.e. the incident beam itself possesses a certain SAM,so the “reverse” orbital-to-spin AM conversion is not pos-sible in the discussed transformation scheme.To make further steps, certain assumptions as to the po-larization state of the incident beam should be accepted.For studying the spin-to-orbital AM transformations, it ismost natural to require that the incident beam be circu-larly polarized; for the determination, we consider a beamwith positive helicity, so one can assume

Ex = E, Ey = iE, (13)
where E is a certain function of the transverse coordinates.In the circular polarization basis [22]

e± = 1√2 (ex ± iey) , (14)
this incident wave is characterized by amplitudes
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E+ = 1√2 (Ex − iEy) = √2E,
E− = 1√2 (Ex + iEy

) = 0, (15)
where the subscript “+” corresponds to the left polariza-tion [28, 29] (the spin number of a photon is +1).Under conditions (13), Eqs. (7)–(9) for the output fieldcomponents take the form

Erf = Eeiφ cosθ, Eφf = iEeiφ, (16)
Exf =Eeiφ (cosθ cosφ− i sinφ) ,
Eyf =Eeiφ (cosθ sinφ+ i cosφ) ,
Ezf =Eeiφ sinθ. (17)

In the circular polarization basis (14) the electric field ofthe transformed beam is described by the linear combi-nation Ef = e+E+f + e−E−f + ezEzf where Ezf is givenby (17) and
E+f = 1√2E (cosθ + 1) ,
E−f = 1√2Ee2iφ (cosθ − 1) . (18)

For the circularly polarized beam of Eqs. (13) or (15), theStokes parameter (12) is equal to
s3 (E) = c4π |E|2 (19)

and the quantity (11) acquires the form
E∗f × Ef = 2i |E|2 (−ex sinθ cosφ

−ey sinθ sinφ+ ez cosφ) . (20)
In this case, the incident beam intensity distribution
I = (c/8π)·(2|E|2) coincides with (20) and the correspond-ing volume density of the input SAM [4] is equal to

L′Cin = I
ωc = |E|24πω . (21)

In addition to the polarization state, we make some natu-ral assumptions relating to the spatial distribution of theincident beam. In agreement with the common practice,

we may restrict ourselves by situations where the inci-dent beam possesses a circularly symmetric structure withpossible screw wavefront dislocation:
E(r, φ) = A(r) exp(ilφ), Im[A(r)] = 0. (22)

This class of beams includes most popular beams with theoptical vortices [1, 2, 4], for example, Laguerre-Gaussianmodes (for which l is the integer azimuthal mode in-dex [1, 2]), which enables us to study the spin-to-orbitalAM conversion not only in conditions when the incidentbeam carries no OAM but also when a certain amountof the initial OAM is present. We may consider only realfunctions A(r) since the incident beam is implied to be col-limated (the focusing transformation occurs at the incidentbeam waist cross section).For beams satisfying condition (22), |E|2 = A2 is a radi-ally symmetric function. Substituting it into Eq. (21) andintegrating over the beam cross section, one obtains theinitial SAM per unit length of the incident beam

LC〉\ = ∫ L′C〉\∇d∇dφ = ∞
∈ω

∞∫
′

A∈ (∇)∇d∇. (23)
For analytical examples we will also use the model of aflat-top beam with constant amplitude within a circle ofgiven radius M centred at the axis z. This is a specialcase of (22) with

l = 0, A (r) = { E0, r 6 M,0, r > M. (24)
This expression describes the common situation in whicha spatially homogeneous wave encounters a transverselylimited circular aperture of the focusing system; the in-cident beam obeying Eqs.(13), (22) and (24) contains theSAM with linear density

LC〉\ = L′C〉\πM∈ = ∞
4ω E

∈
′ M∈ (25)

(cf. Eqs. (23) and (24)).Now some general properties of the transformation de-scribed by Eqs. (17) and (18) are examined. The mostimpressive changes in the beam spatial profile occur if
E(r) is a regular function without phase singularities andwith no OAM (l = 0 in Eq. (22)). The first and most impor-tant remark is that there appears an isotropic first-orderoptical vortex in the Ezf distribution at r = 0, which isexpressed by factor exp(iφ) (for example see Fig. 2, bot-tom row). In full agreement with the general propertiesof the optical vortices, Ezf = 0 at the vortex core r = 0
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and its absolute value grows linearly with r. The emer-gence of this optical vortex, which carries the OAM ofthe same handedness as the SAM of the incident beam,supplies the spectacular physical explanation for the spin-to-orbital AM conversion [14]. The same factor exp(iφ) inequations for Ex and Ey is not coupled with real opticalvortices because of the second multipliers in parenthesesthat contain helical phase distributions of the oppositesense, though anisotropic, so the functions as a whole pos-

sess no phase singularities. However, the top and middlerows of Fig. 2 show that the intensity and phase distribu-tions of the transverse components experience a symmetrybreakdown (they possess rectangular symmetry instead ofthe initial circular symmetry). Since the symmetry axesof the amplitude and phase distributions do not coincide,this suggests that the non-vortex transverse componentsof the focused beam can also carry a sort of OAM – theso called “asymmetry” OAM [4, 30].

Figure 2. Intensity (left column) and phase (right column) profiles of the transformed left-polarized Gaussian beam with initial amplitude distribution
of Eqs. (13), (22) and (46) with l = 0, calculated in accordance with Eqs. (17) for f/b = 0.75 (in Eq. (47) sinθb = 0.8): (top row) component
Exf , (middle row) component Eyf , (bottom row) component Ezf .
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Figure 3. Intensity and phase profiles of the transformed left-polarized Laguerre-Gaussian beam with initial amplitude distribution of Eqs. (13), (22)
and (46) with l = ±1, calculated in accordance with Eqs. (17) for f/b = 0.75 (in Eq. (47) sinθb = 0.8): (top row) component Exf , (middle
row) component Eyf , (bottom row) component Ezf . Left column: intensity distributions for l = ±1 coincide, middle column: phase for
l = 1, right column: phase for l = −1.

Comparison of Eqs. (15) and (18) shows that due to focus-ing, the amplitude of the initial left-polarized componentdiminishes proportionally to (cosθ + 1)/2 = cos2(θ/2),and the oppositely-polarized component appears with thesecond-order vortex of the same sense as the incident cir-cular polarization. Note that the “double” phase singu-larity in this opposite component is accompanied by thenear-vortex amplitude growth proportional to r2, which canbe seen from the Taylor expansion of the second Eq. (18)with allowance for Eq. (6).
Interestingly, when l = 0, the transverse profiles ofthe electric field components (see Fig. 2), calculatedhere for the cross section situated immediately after the

exit pupil, look rather similar to corresponding distribu-tions obtained by numerical simulation of the focal planefield [14, 16]. By calculating instantaneous field com-ponents via Re [Ef exp (−iωt)], one can easily make surethat these instantaneous fields show features of rotationaround the z axis, which is an indicator of the associatedOAM [14, 31]. However, for l 6= 0 in Eq. (22) this analogy isless impressive. The intensity profiles preserve many morefeatures of the incident distribution and do not depend onthe sign of l (see left column of Fig. 3), while in the focalplane, the longitudinal component, for example, behavesquite differently at l = –1 and at l = +1 [16]. Only thewavefront topologies are reproduced correctly. Eqs. (17)
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and (18) show that the x-, y-, and the left-polarized com-ponents of the transformed beam preserve the initial vor-tex structure with topological charge l (in Fig. 3, phasevortices of the orders ±1 in the transverse componentsare clearly seen). The longitudinal z-component acquiresthe phase vortex with charge l + 1; in Fig. 3, this corre-sponds to the double-charged vortex for l = 1 and to thehomogeneous phase distribution for l = –1 (bottom row,middle and right columns). In agreement with the secondEq. (18), the emerging right polarized component carriesthe (l + 2)-order optical vortex.
Now notice that the derived equations (9) and (17) de-scribe the field of the focused beam in a single cross sec-tion. This will permit us to evaluate the field derivativeswith respect to the transverse coordinates necessary forcalculation of the transverse orbital flow (second Eqs. (2)and (5)). However, for calculation of the spin flow via thefirst Eqs. (2) and (5), the z-derivatives of the transversecomponents of E∗f × Ef , i.e. of quantities (11), must beknown. To find them, note that due to Eqs. (17) and (18)the longitudinal field Ezf and the transverse componentsin the circular polarization basis E+f and E–f possessplane wavefronts (E+f ) or helical wavefronts (E–f , Ezf )with screw dislocations but no “regular” wavefront cur-vature. For such beams, the plane z = 0 is the waistplane (each of the components E+f E–f and Ezf can beexpanded, say, in a series of Laguerre-Gaussian modes [2]with common waist at z = 0). Due to circular symmetryof the amplitude profiles, at small distances dz from thewaist plane the amplitude distributions vary only due tothe helical phase factors exp(iφ). In the terms of Eqs. (11)or (19) these factors cancel each other, so in the first or-der in dz these terms do not change, and the longitudinalderivatives of quantities (11) and (19) vanish. Additionalarguments to support this reasoning will be given belowby direct calculation of the transverse energy flows in thefield described by Eqs. (16)–(18).
The inference of the above paragraph confirms that thebeam characterized by Eqs. (9), (17) is not really focused(to obtain the effect of energy concentration at the focalpoint, proper phase factors should be imparted, cf. thenote in the end of Sec. 2). However, we will shortly seethat it exemplifies the main features of the spin-orbit con-version in strongly focused beams because the most im-portant thing – the tumble of the field vectors (Fig. 1) –is now taken into account in full measure. This is whywe still can call the output beam of our model a “focusedbeam”.

4. Analysis and calculations
4.1. Orbital angular momentum
Now our subjects are the second Eqs. (2) and (5). Startingcalculations of the orbital flow, we first remark that thelongitudinal (z-) component of the quantity SO describesthe main energy flow (intensity) of the beam and, in viewof Eqs. (5), is of no interest in studying the beam AM withrespect to the propagation axis. Since the special roleof the longitudinal field is emphasized [14] in the processof the spin-to-orbital AM conversion, it will be suitableto represent the remaining transverse part of the orbitalflow as a sum of two terms in which the transverse andlongitudinal field components are separated: SO = SOT+ SOL,

SOT = c8πk Im (E∗xfgradExf + E∗yfgradEyf) , (26)
SOL = c8πk Im (E∗zfgradEzf ) , (27)

where grad = ex ∂
∂x + ey ∂

∂y is the 2D transverse gradient.In further calculations it will be suitable to employ thepolar coordinates in which grad = er ∂∂r + eφ 1
r
∂
∂φ (er and

eφ are the unit vectors of the radial and azimuthal direc-tions). Additionally, in Eq. (26) we replace the Cartesianfield components Exf , Eyf with the polar ones Erf , Eφf byapplying the reverse transformation (7) to the componentsof the focused field. Then Eqs. (26) and (27) are reducedto
SOT = c8πk Im [er (E∗rf ∂Erf∂r + E∗φf

∂Eφf
∂r

)
+eφ

(
E∗rf

∂Erf
∂φ + E∗φf

∂Eφf
∂φ + E∗φfErf − EφfE∗rf

)]
, (28)

SOL = c8πk Im [E∗zf (er
∂Ezf
∂r + eφ

1
r
∂Ezf
∂φ

)]
. (29)

These expressions should be evaluated with substitutionof Eqs. (16) and (17). We begin by considering the ra-dial components of (28) and (29), where the expressionsin parentheses can be modified to forms
E∗rf

∂Erf
∂r +E∗φf ∂Eφf∂r = E∗ ∂E∂r

(1 + cos2 θ)+|E|2 cosθ ∂∂r cosθ,
E∗zf

∂Ezf
∂r = E∗ ∂E∂r sinθ + |E|2 ∂

∂r sinθ.
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For the beams being considered which satisfy the condi-tion (22), these expressions are real and so they give zerocontributions to the flows (28), (29). Consequently, thewhole orbital flow possesses no radial component. Thefact that, in a beam with radially symmetric profile, thetransverse energy flow possesses no radial component,means that the beam’s transverse intensity profile doesnot change in the first order upon small longitudinal dis-placement of the observation plane (e.g., from z = 0 to z =
dz). Therefore, z-derivatives of the x- and y-componentsof Im (E∗f × Ef ) in Eq. (19), which are proportional to |E|2,actually vanish, and this is an additional confirmation ofthe possibility of omitting the z-derivatives in the spinflow calculation, which was substantiated in the last para-graphs of Sec. 3.Azimuthal components of (28) and (29) are easily derivedwith allowance for (22), and after simple calculations oneobtains

SOT =eφ
r

c8πk A2 [−2 cosθ + (l+ 1) (1 + cos2 θ)] ,
SOL =eφ

r
c8πk A2 (l+ 1) sin2 θ (30)

and
SO = SOT + SOL = eφ

r
c4πk A2 (l+ 1− cosθ) . (31)

One can easily see that if cosθ → 1, or, in accordancewith (6), f → ∞ (the focusing action disappears), the to-

tal orbital flow reduces to eφ
r

c4πk lA2 – the orbital flow ofthe incident beam described by Eqs. (22). The differencebetween (31) and this value just represents the net effectof the spin-to-orbital flow conversion
∆SO = eφ

r
c4πk A2 (1− cosθ) . (32)

The OAM of the focused beam follows from Eqs. (28), (29)and the second Eq. (5). It is convenient to express theresults for the OAM and its separate constituents in unitsof the initial SAM (23) carried by the incident beam; thenEq. (5) due to the azimuthal direction of SO leads to therepresentation
ΛO = LO

LCin
= 1
c2 2π
LCin

∞∫
0
r |SO (r)| rdr. (33)

From now on, we will denote such dimensionless quanti-ties by using a Greek Λ with corresponding indices, keep-ing the Euclid letter L for the absolute AM measures.For any real beam, convergence of the integral in (33) isensured by the limited transverse size of the beam but, ingeneral, the integral cannot be evaluated in closed form.In order for the calculations to proceed further, a certainform of the radial amplitude distribution A(r) should bespecified. Analytical results are available for the spa-tially homogeneous incident beam of Eq. (24). In this case,the orbital flow constituents are determined by Eqs. (30)with l = 0; after they are integrated similarly to Eq. (33)and normalized by the input beam SAM (25), with takingEq. (6) into account we arrive at

ΛOT = 1
M2

M∫
0
(1− f√

r2 + f2
)2
r dr = 12

(1 + τ2 ln 1 + τ2
τ2 − 4τ√1 + τ2 + 4τ2)

= 12 (1− cot2 θM ln cos2 θM)− 2cosθM (1− cosθM )sin2 θM , (34)
ΛOL = 1

M2
M∫

0
r3

r2 + f2 dr = 12
(1− τ2 ln 1 + τ2

τ2
) = 12 (1 + cotθM ln cos2 θM) (35)

and
ΛO = ΛOT + ΛOL = 1− 2τ√1 + τ2 + 2τ2 = 1− 2cosθM (1− cosθM )sin2 θM , (36)

where
τ = f

M = cotθM , (37)
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θM is the aperture angle. Expression (36) vanishes when τ → ∞ (θM → 0), i.e. when no focusing takes place; itsnon-zero value at finite τ just describes the sought effect of the transformation of the initial SAM of the incident beaminto the OAM of the focused beam.
4.2. Spin angular momentum
For an incident beam with a circular polarization (13) the SAM is calculated directly by substituting expression (19)into first Eq. (2). Discarding derivatives with respect to z in agreement with the last note of Sec. 3 and the discussionfollowing Eq. (29), we obtain the spin flow density

SC = exSCx + eySCy = c8πk
[
ex

∂
∂y

(
|E|2 cosθ)− ey

∂
∂x

(
|E|2 cosθ)] . (38)

As expected, SCz = 0 and the whole spin flow is of transverse character. In Eq. (38) the dependence on x and y iscontained in |E|2 and in cosθ (see Eq. (6)). If the incident beam satisfies Eq. (22), the quantity in parentheses of (38),
A2cosθ, depends only on r, and by employing formulae

∂
∂x = x

r
∂
∂r ,

∂
∂y = y

r
∂
∂rand Eq. (6), expression (38) can be transformed to

SC = c8πk exy− eyx
r

∂
∂r
(
A2 cosθ) = c8πk eφ

∂
∂r
(
A2 cosθ) = c8πk eφ cosθ(A2 r

r2 + f2 −
∂A2
∂r

)
. (39)

Note that in full agreement with the spin flow nature due to which it is always directed along the constant-level linesof the function s3(x, y) [21, 22] – now circumferences centred on the z axis – the radial component of SC vanishes. Forthe homogeneous incident beam of Eq. (24), Eq. (39) can be simplified to
SC = eφ

c8πk E20 fr(r2 + f2)3/2 . (40)
Expression (40) tends to zero when f → 0 (cosθ → 1) which means that at extremely strong focusing the spin flow islikely to completely convert into the orbital form of the transverse energy circulation. However, it also disappears when
f →∞ (no focusing) which is in compliance with the fact that in spatially homogeneous beams with circular polarizationthe macroscopic spin flow is absent [21, 32].The SAM associated with this flow is calculated by means of the first Eq. (5). Again, analytical results will be obtainedfor the homogeneous incident beam satisfying Eqs. (22) and (24). Then the first Eq. (5) and Eq. (25) give

ΛCI = LCI
LCin

= 18πω 1
LCin

∫
|r× SC | rdrdφ = E20 f4ω 1

LCin

M∫
0

r3dr(r2 + f2)3/2
= τ

(√1 + τ2 + τ2
√1 + τ2 − 2τ) = cosθM (1− cosθM )2sin2 θM . (41)

This expression represents the SAM associated with the macroscopic spin flow inside the considered cross section area.However, for beams with an abrupt transverse boundary this is only a part of the total SAM [4, 32]. The full SAM carriedby such a beam also includes the boundary contribution which is determined as
ΛCB = 116πω 1

LCin

∮
M

Im (E∗ × E)z |r× dr| = 12πM2
∮
M

cosθ |r× dr| = τ√1 + τ2 = cosθM , (42)
where the integral has been taken along the circumference bounding the beam cross section. Adding both contributionsprovides the whole SAM of the transformed beam
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ΛC = ΛCI + ΛCB = 2τ (√1 + τ2 − τ) = 2cosθM (1− cosθM )sin2 θM . (43)
It is instructive to verify this result by way of elementary estimates, following the method described in Ref. [14]. Dueto (21), before the focusing, an element dw of the beam cross section carries the SAM L′Cindw, while after the focusing,its longitudinal component reduces to L′Cindw cosθ (see Fig. 1). The whole SAM of the focused beam can thus be foundby integrating this quantity over the whole beam cross section,

E204πω 1
LCin

∫ cosθ rdrdφ = 2f
M2

M∫
0

r dr√
r2 + f2 = 2τ (√1 + τ2 − τ) , (44)

which exactly coincides with (43). This serves an additional confirmation as to the relevance of the accepted model. Wecan also remark that when the focusing action disappears (at τ → ∞, θM → 0), the results of (43) and (44) tend to 1,
i.e. the output beam SAM reduces to the SAM of the unperturbed incident beam, as expected. In all other cases, theresulting SAM of the output beam (43) or (44) is less than the incident beam AM, which implies that a part of the initialSAM is transformed to the orbital one. This follows directly from confronting Eqs.(43) and (36), which readily gives

Λ = ΛO + ΛC = 1, (45)
in agreement with the AM conservation requirements.
5. Results and discussion

The main importance of Eqs. (34)–(36) and (41)–(43) isthat they enable the process of the spin-to-orbital AMconversion to be studied in a simple analytical manner,with explicit exhibition of involved factors and their inter-action. As an example, the main regularities of the AMtransformation upon focusing a spatially homogeneous in-cident beam which satisfies Eqs. (13), (22) and (24), areillustrated by Fig. 4. It shows how the AM related quanti-ties (34)–(36) and (41)–(43) depend on the aperture angle
θM defined in Eq. (37). It can be seen that the OAM ΛOLassociated with longitudinal field Ezf dominates. The con-tribution associated with the transverse field componentsΛOT also exists, however, and rapidly grows with the fo-cusing strength so that it becomes comparable to ΛOL inthe case of very strong focusing. In accordance with rea-soning of Sec. 3, below Eq. (25), the ΛOL can be associatedwith the vortex-type OAM while the ΛOT represents theasymmetry OAM component [30] of the focused beam. Inthe limit θM → 90° both OAM contributions appear to beequal and their sum reaches the initial SAM value. Appar-ently, the whole SAM tends to zero, i.e. is fully convertedto the OAM. The conclusion about the 100% AM conver-sion may seem too rigorous and contradicts several moreaccurate calculations [14, 17, 18]. This can be attributedto the model’s approximations; besides, focusing anglesclose to 90°, where the predicted effect is anticipated, donot seem to be physically realizable.As could be expected, almost the whole SAM of the fo-

Figure 4. AM constituents of the focused spatially homogeneous
circularly polarized beam vs aperture angle; each curve
is marked by the corresponding quantity notation from
Eqs. (34)-(36) and (41)-(43).

cused beam is associated with the beam boundary (curveΛCB lies higher than curve ΛCI) because the beam am-plitude distribution is close to homogeneous and doesnot vanish at the beam transverse boundary (see, e.g.,Eqs. (17)). With stronger focusing, the output beam spatialinhomogeneity becomes more essential, and contributionsΛCB and ΛCI converge, but the practical importance of thiseffect is minor because the whole SAM in these condi-tions is very small. The whole beam AM always obeysthe conservation law (45).However, the value of the developed approach extends far
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beyond the possibility of analysing the transformation ofthe spatially homogeneous beam of Eq. (24). It can beeasily applied to more realistic spatially inhomogeneousbeams. In this case, the analytical formulae for the AMconstituents (34)–(36) and (41)–(43) used in Fig. 4 arenot valid but the equations describing the transformedfield (9), (11) and (16)–(20) are still correct. As such, thespin flow can be computed directly from Eq. (38) and theorbital flow follows from Eqs. (26)–(29). Then LCI can becalculated by substitution of SC into the first Eq. (5) and
LOT , LOL similarly follow from SOT , SOL and the secondEq. (5). The boundary part of the SAM can be deter-mined via the first Eq. (42), where the contour of integra-tion should be replaced with the boundary of the domainused for numerical integration in the first Eq. (5). Thedimensionless quantities ΛC , ΛOT and ΛOL are formed byemploying a normalisation integral (23).The results for the simplest representatives of theLaguerre-Gaussian family are displayed in Fig. 5. Theincident beams are assumed to be circularly polarized (inorder to satisfy Eqs. (13) or (15)) with the initial amplitudedistribution of Eq. (22), with

A (r) = Cr|l| exp(− r22b2
) (46)

where C is an optional normalization constant. The be-haviour of the output beam AM characteristics is studiedby way of their dependence on the effective aperture angle
θb = arccot (f/b) . (47)

A general comment relating to Fig. 5 is that due to trans-verse confinement of the involved beams, the beam ampli-tude at the integration domain boundary practically van-ishes together with the associated SAM contribution ΛCB ,and the whole SAM of the focused beam is thus deter-mined by ΛCI . With allowance for this non-essential re-mark, a direct comparison of Fig. 5a and Fig. 4 shows thatthe case of the Gaussian beam differs only by some quan-titative variations from the case of spatially homogeneousbeam. This allows us to hope that the analytical formulaeof the above section can be used, at least as a first approx-imation, for description of the spin-to-orbital AM trans-formations for various incident beams with wide range ofspatial configurations. In such situations, it may be nec-essary to find an appropriate equivalent for the apertureangle (37). It is fortunate that for the Gaussian beam (46),the “natural” choice (47) provides apparently good results.When l 6= 0, Eqs. (22) and (46) provide examples of theAM transformation for beams initially possessing both theSAM and OAM. The simplest cases of l = 1 and l = –1are illustrated by Figs. 5b, c. In both cases, focusing leadsto transformation of the initial SAM into the orbital one,

which is added to the initial OAM of the beam. In thiscase, the transverse-field constituents of the OAM (curvesΛOT ) are no longer associated with the asymmetry partof the OAM, since the incident beam carries the OAMwhich belongs to the transverse field components, and isof the vortex character [4, 30]. If the initial SAM and OAMare of the same sense, Eqs. (17), (22) and (46) show thatthe transverse field components of the focused beam carrythe first-order optical vortices while the vortex in Ezf isdouble-charged. The OAM’s absolute value grows dueto focusing (Fig. 5b), and ultimately the whole beam AMbecomes of the orbital nature.When the initial SAM and OAM are opposite (l = –1,Fig. 5c), analogous reasoning shows that components Exf ,
Eyf in (17) possess vortices of charge –1 and Ezf looses thephase singularity. The longitudinal field contribution tothe output beam OAM vanishes (curve ΛOL coincides withthe horizontal axis) and the whole OAM of the focusedbeam is associated with the transverse field components(curves ΛO and ΛOT are the same). Of course, the OAMarising from the converted SAM is opposite to the ini-tial OAM and cancels part of it, up to full vanishing at
θb → 90°. The total beam AM is always constant in allcases (Λ = 1 in Fig. 5a, Λ = 2 in Fig. 5b and Λ = 0 inFig. 5c).
6. Conclusion

The model of the spin-to orbital AM conversion in stronglyfocused beams, presented in this paper, allows, in a simpleanalytical manner, the main regularities of the conversionprocess, and its dependence on the conversion parame-ters (focal length, aperture angle) to be described, andprovides a clear physical interpretation of the results ob-tained. Despite explicit analytical formulae only beingavailable for the case of spatially homogeneous incidentbeam, their value is noticeably wider. Numerical calcu-lations for the beam with a Gaussian transverse intensitydistribution have shown that the simple analytical resultsobtained for the flat-top beam provide a perfect qualitativeand reasonable quantitative description of the spin-to-orbital conversion of spatially inhomogeneous non-vortexbeams.Due to the model’s simplicity, it retains physical trans-parency even in cases where numerical calculation isindispensable. The model can be easily generalizedto include elliptically polarized and asymmetric incidentbeams: in such cases, Eqs. (13) and (22) should bereplaced, but the crucial equations (9)–(12), (26)–(29)and (38) are still correct and can be used for evaluationof the spin and orbital flows with subsequent calculation
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Figure 5. The behaviour of the AM constituents upon focusing the
left-polarized beams of Eq. (13) with the initial spatial inho-
mogeneity of Eqs. (22), (46): (a) Gaussian beam (l = 0),
(b) Laguerre-Gaussian beam with equal spin and orbital
AMs (l = 1) and (c) Laguerre-Gaussian beam with initially
opposite spin and orbital AMs (l = −1). Each curve is
marked by the corresponding quantity notation, θb is given
by Eq. (47).

of the SAM and OAM by means of Eqs. (5).However, the model limitations should also be recognized.The model is essentially of the geometric-optics charac-ter: we derived the transformation rules (9) for a ray, andthe apparently plane-wave plane parameters of (9) ex-plicitly depend on the transverse coordinate via θ. There-fore, diffraction effects appear to be outside the scope ofthe model, in particular, we do not account for the edge

diffraction even for the case of the flat-top incident beamof Eq. (24). Another important note is that the trans-formed field of our model (for example, what is describedby Eqs. (9)) is in fact an imaginary one, and can hardlyexist somewhere in real physical space. At the same time,the SAM and OAM calculated from this field are expectedto be much closer to reality (see the notes at the end ofSec. 2).All the above drawbacks are inherent in the model andcannot be removed without destroying its main advan-tages: mathematical simplicity and physical transparency.Hence, it will hardly be acceptable for accurate computa-tions and quantitative experimental data analyses. Nev-ertheless, it can be relevant and helpful for qualitativestudy of the spin-to-orbital transformations of beams withcomplex spatial or polarization structure and for the phys-ical interpretation of the spin-to-orbital AM conversion instrongly focused beams, e.g. within the teaching practice.
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